
coupled with a black frame. 

VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS
Horizontal or vertical.

SLIMLINE
10mm thick.

DUAL-SIDED DISPLAY 

ADAPTABLE
Upright or tilted.

Insert two different advertisements
per display, one facing forward and
the other facing backward.  

Technical Specs

Brightness
5 400 LUX

Color
Black

Up to
80,000 hours
of use

Low voltage
24 Volts

Dimensions (inches)

A4 A3 A2 A1

a 13.15 18 25 34.5

b 9.7 13.15 18 25

c .39 .39 .39 .39

d .83 .83 .83 .83

ca

b

d

A0

49.5

34.57

.39

.83

      
       

    

I-MAX, with its clean, understated design, has 
slimmed down further to an even more compact 
version. Eye-catching combination of brightness.

ELEGANCE
I-MAX

Cincinnati, OH / Los Angeles, CA / San Diego, CA
1.800.DEE.SIGN     Email: LED@DeeSign.com     Web: DeeSign.com/Displays



Support and Warranty Patented Products

All our products are certified by 
LCIE Bureau Veritast laboratory 
(European and international 
standards), guaranteeing the 
performance and safety of the 
product.

Our products come with a two 
year warranty.
You can call our after-sales
support team at 1-800-DEE-SIGN 
or email at LED@DeeSign.com

Pricing

Light Output

 

Optimal, uniform light is provided by 100,000 points of light in an L1 format. Our LEDs have a lifetime of 
80,000 hours.
Their brightness is up to 2,500 lux (L1), equal to 98 LEDs per metre. 

By contrast, an LCD screen only emits 300 lux making our displays up to 8 times brighter.
Exceptionally low power consumption value - only 5W (L1).
Combined with our backlit film, these screens display images with deep contrasts and eye-catching 
colors.

Specifications may be subject to change without notice.

A4
A3
A2
A1
A0

8.3 x 11.7 in
11.7 x 16.5 in
16.5 x 23.4 in
23.4 x 33.1 in
33.1 x 46.8 in

$147 ea.
$194 ea.
$322 ea.
$489 ea.
$867 ea.

Size Price

Why choose 24 Volts?

Our R&D department’s technological choices effectively overcome the issues of a display environment.
By using a low voltage, we have been able to halve the electrical usage while significantly reducing the 
display units’ internal temperature (Joule heating).

Innovative mounting system

Modern and robust, our brackets are made from a high quality aluminium alloy.
The display columns can be moved and reconfigured thanks to our patented VDS V3 Display Bracket System.
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